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Goplana and the Elves is a reconstruction of the object from the performance Balladyna, performed in
Kraków in 1943 by Tadeusz Kantor and a group of the artists from Kraków, in the Underground
Independent Theatre. No objects survived from this period. As well as Balladyna by Juliusz Słowacki,

Kantor also directed Return of Odysseus by Wyspiański in 1944, in the Clandestine Independent Theatre.
This object, like numerous sketches and collages, was created at the time when Kantor began his resumé,
returning to selected periods and motifs of his work. At that time, he also began to prepare replicas of
some of the items from his performances for the Museum of the Cricot 2 Theatre, which he had used
before. Among them was the replica of the phantom in Goplana and the Elves, the prototype of which
was the form from a war show. It is significant that the motifs from the performances from the time of the
occupation were taken up by the artist in his late drawings quite intensively; they are both a kind of
correction of earlier works and a complement of them. In Balladyna from 1943, Goplana’s silver and
white form was the object on which the drama was focused. Made of wood wrapped in silver paper, it
was equipped with a string that produced vibrating sounds. “Goplana, Slavic lyrical forest nymph, turned
into a soulless mechanism”[1]. In an interview with Mieczysław Porębski, Kantor explains:
“The reality was so absurd that most of us turned to abstract painting and our first performance,
Balladyna, was abstract. This was the transfer of Słowacki’s entire romanticism to the abstract Bauhaus
concept. I worked there with geometrical forms, a circle, an arc, a right angle, and materials such as sheet
metal, black felt, cloth.”
In this conversation, the artist admits that the reason for rejection of realism was “the occupation and Nazi
dehumanization”, which disgraced the human figure. The “phantomform” from the war was
reconstructed in 1982. The object was made of galvanized sheet metal and wood (the phantom’s
skeleton), which were the artist’s favourite materials. Goplana is a symbolic form “flattened, of sheet
metal in the shape of a face profile with an eye socket and a ‘mouth cavity’, some primal fetish, ‘playing’
the role of the nymph Goplana.”[2] A geometric form was incorporated into a wooden platform, created a
few years later, made of plywood and fibreboard; the sides of the platform were covered with a black
fabric. The phantom is accompanied by two elves built of light, openwork structures made of steel bars,
semicircular metal sheets, and wooden elements. The abstract forms of elves were added in 1984. They
differ slightly in height and the manner their shapes have been modelled. Set on wooden platforms, they
are moving elements. “The Elves were twopiece moving wheels, gravitating around a parent form.” The
whole object is completed by a background consisting of a black cotton canvas, stretched on a metal,
arched chassis.
For Kantor, this object—“a form, a spatial sculpture, with a metaphorical function”,[3] took the place of a
theatrical set. It became an independent sculpture, a kind of environment (Fr. environmental art,
arrangement of space that is supposed to “absorb” the viewer). Many drawings of Kantor and collages
created for this object have survived.
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Mannequins by Kantor
Mannequins in museum exhibitions often signify attempts to reconstruct history, they are a tool for
delving into the past, which, however, does not fully achieve the intended goals (although, of course,
these are subjective judgements and experiences). At the moment when theatre objects enter the space of
the museum – in which two worlds meet: museum and theatre, it is worth considering the role that
mannequins played in the theatre, including, and perhaps above all, in Kantor’s theatre.
The mannequins that appeared in Kantor’s performances for the first time in the production of
Gosh/Kurka wodna (1967), at first „were like an intangible extension, some additional organ of the

actor”. In the staging of Balladyna they duplicated actors, but as a props, dead actors, they bore the
imprint of death. Mannequins were regarded as „poor” objects, they were an example of „the lowest rank
of reality”. A figure that made it possible to execute transgression. An object that expressed Kantor’s
conviction that life can only be expressed through contrast with its absence can only be understood
through the context of death. Kantor proposed a new type of “Treatise on Mannequins”. He wrote:
„MANNEQUIN as a VIOLATION procedure
Mannequin as an EMPTY object. DUMMY.
Message of DEATH. Actor’s Model”.
Mannequins, just like wax figures, existed alongside the margins of art. Although Kantor did not agree
with the idea of Craig and Kleist, according to which the actor can be replaced by a mannequin, he was
fascinated by the potential of these artificial, created beings in his conviction that could best reflect the
ideas of the Theatre of Death. Thus, mannequins were a tool that, through association with death, was to
be a model for a living actor.
As Kantor said in an interview with Krzysztof Miklaszewski: „The mannequin in my theatre is to become
a model through which a strong sense of death and the condition of the dead is to be transmitted.”
Elaborated by: Editorial Team of Malopolska’s Virtual Museums,
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